
Venus Alchemy  
Venus And The Outer Planets 

Our Teachers And Guides 

with Cayelin K Castell  
and Tami Brunk 

Chiron 



Overview  
 
• Aspects, Planetary Complexes Review 
• The Three Worlds 
• Outer Planets as Guides  
• Outer Planets as Initiators 
• Personal Examples 
• Deepening Exercises 
• Guided Journey 
• Breakout Groups 
• Q and A 
 

Love Notes to the Outer Planets Handout is available in a PDF on the 
Class to help deepen your understanding 



The Outer Planets add a specific Archetypal Influence 
connected to the Astrological Sign they resonate with most  

Saturn Jupiter Pluto 

Uranus Neptune 

As the Shamanic Healer Chiron is the Exception 



Dynamic Aspects 
Represents the dynamic energy between the Outer Planets and 
Venus (or any personal planet). It is the most active energy of all 
the aspects where challenges happen and growth is the intended 
result. It is why when these outer planets are in dynamic aspect to 
Venus (etc.) they are considered Master Teachers and Guides 

These Aspects include: 
Conjunctions q (0°) Intensifies the Energy 
Squares r (90°) Pressure to Decide and Take Action  
Oppositions w (180°) Full Awareness Possible 



Squares and 
Oppositions 



Upper World  or  
Celestial World 

Spiritual/Mental Realm 
Middle World (Terrestrial)  

or This World 
Physical Realm 

Lower World or Underworld 
Feeling Realm 

The Three Worlds 
Each World features specific healing opportunities and  

growth of wisdom through specialized learning opportunities 
 supporting the soul’s journey and growth.  

 



The Celestial World/Subjective Reality/Mental Realm 
Uranus and Neptune as Guides 
. 

Perception Forms Reality So Changing Perception, Changes Reality 
Awakening Awareness Beyond What Is Known 
Expanding the Doors of Perception 
Freedom Through Surrender 
Celestial Ream Operates Outside of Middle World Rules 
Grace, Miracles And Magic Happen Beyond Logic And Reason  
Idealism, Higher Love, Higher Truth 
The Heart Of The Universe is Loving 



Celestial World Questions 
 

What consciousness can I be and 
embody so I am experiencing the 
full expression of my infinite 
being? 
 
If I was truly operating from a 
infinite cosmic perspective what 
would I choose?  
 
Who would I BE? 
 
What else is possible? 
 



Uranus in Dynamic Aspect to Venus 
No matter the Sign of Venus add Aquarius 
 
If Venus is in a Water or Earth Sign this adds 
a desire to seek change and an ability to  
detach from the physical and emotional to  
gain a more cosmic perspective when needed 
 
Adds a desire for Freedom from the Known to  
Evolve through Exploration of the Unknown 
 
You are Awakened through Disruption of what  
IS that Create Changes in your life for no apparent  
rational reason 
 
Men you may experience the external feminine as unpredictable, unusual, 
detached, and insightful, often creating a cosmic wake up call that may seem 
initially challenging and disruptive. The Inner Sacred Marriage work is helpful 
to own these qualities for yourself. 



For Air and Fire Signs the experience of merging with  
others’ feelings may be very intense and uncomfortable  
as these signs do not engage easily with the feeling  
function.   
 
Venus with Neptune adds an Empathic connection to  
others feelings and states of being and an innate desire  
to heal and “take it on.” 
 
Along with Gifts of being a visionary that includes dreaming abilities and sensitivity to psychic 
energies, this is ultimately about bringing back the Feminine Seer and Mystic. This may also 
be experienced as confusion around your feminine identity and life path until you learn to ask 
for Divine Support and Surrender into Trust. 
 
You may benefit from practices of daily energetic centering, balancing, protection and 
cleansing especially when engaged in healing work. 
 
Men you may experience the feminine as ethereal, otherworldly, unattainable, dreamy, or 
childlike. You may also experience disillusionment in relationship and distorted projections.  
When you engage the Sacred Marriage you become capable of experiencing bliss states and 
ecstatic communion with the Feminine Divine within and in partnership.  

Neptune In Dynamic Aspect to Venus 
No Matter the Sign of Venus Add Pisces 



The Middle World/Objective Reality 
Saturn and Jupiter as Guides 
 
Reality as we know it 
Social Norms and Conventions 
Consensus Reality Agreements 
 
The Rules, Good/Bad 
Practical Results 
Logic, Reason, and Responsibility 
 
Adventure, The Quest of Life 
Expansive Ideas and Visions 
 
Where We Experience  
Accomplishment, Achievement  
And Purpose 



Middle World Questions? 
 
If I had no judgment (or  
self-judgment) how would I  
choose to live? 
 
What have I decided is 
impossible that could  
become possible right now?  
 
What would it take for me  
to be 100% responsible as  
the creator of my life? 
 



 Jupiter in Dynamic Aspect to Venus 
  No matter what sign Venus is in add Sagittarius 

If Venus is in an Earth or Water sign this adds more 
objectivity and a need for expansion along with 
experiences that broaden your perspective and 
worldview. 
 
This adds an intent for the quest for spiritual knowledge 
and enlightenment, along with pursuit of higher states of 
consciousness. 
 
It is about honoring your enthusiastic and adventurous 
nature while continually expanding and renewing vision. 
 
Men you may experience the feminine as a very 
expansive energy that overwhelms you. This may also 
expand the qualities of your Venus Archetype in partners 
so there is no ambiguity about what you project or desire 
from your partner but for this to be successful you must 
integrate internally through the Sacred Marriage. 
 
  



Saturn in Dynamic Aspect to Venus 
No matter the sign of Venus add Capricorn  
If Venus is in a Water, Fire or Air sign with a dynamic aspect 
from Saturn involved it grounds this expression of the  
Goddess, slowing you down. Venus in a water sign feels  
all the judgments more acutely. Venus in Fire or Air is  
frustrated by Saturn’s density and rules, feeling Saturn is  
putting out the Fire and suffocating the Air.  
 
The initial challenge is learning how to feel and receive the  
full pleasure of your Feminine Expression especially when Venus 
is in Taurus, Scorpio or a Solar Feminine Sign 
Responsible Action Informs this Feminine Expression 
 
The Inner Critic can feel like a ball and chain, never feeling  
good enough until Self-love and Forgiveness set you free 
 
Men may feel you can never ever please the feminine no matter  
how perfect you are. You may give up - feeling what is the use in trying?  
You may always feel criticized or betrayed by external feminine relationships. The 
Inner Sacred Marriage Work is Essential or you will never feel good enough.   



The Lower World/Underworld/Feeling Realm 
Pluto and Chiron as Guides 

 
Empowerment through transformation 
  
Overwhelming events beyond your control  
designed to produce genuine surrender 
  
Detaching, going into denial, using strength,  
or figuring it out with the mind, doesn’t work 
   
Finding out who you take yourself to be isn’t who you really are  
 
Death and Rebirth through letting go, non-attachment 



Underworld Questions 
 
What am I most afraid of? What fears 
am I not embracing? What abilities am  
I afraid to access?  
 
What, if anything, is holding me back? 
How can I let that go? 
 
What activities feel the most alive and 
authentic?  
 
What would take for me to live a fully 
empowered and passionate life? 
 
 



If Venus is in a Fire or Air sign this may be experienced as 
overwhelming vulnerability as these signs do not engage easily with 
feelings and emotions triggered by Chiron. 
 
You may experience the Sacred Wound of being Feminine in a 
patriarchal culture, and/or the specific acute Wound associated with 
your Venus Sign. For example Taurus Venus might express as issues 
with eating disorders or extreme discomfort with the physical body.  
 
Your wound might also be experienced as fundamental brokenness, 
or even identification with being a victim until your traumas and 
painful experiences are integrated and transformed.  Then they 
become your healing medicine initiating you as a Shamanic Healer.   
Your Core Gifts emerge from the specific wounding you have healed. 
 
Men you might experience the feminine as deeply wounded, and/or 
you may feel they are fundamentally broken in the realm of 
relationship and can never feel fully whole or meet you as a partner.   
The Sacred Marriage work is essential for you to feel whole and 
capable of fully meeting a partner fully with vulnerability. 

Chiron in Dynamic Aspect to Venus 
Has No Additional Archetype to Add 



Pluto in Dynamic Aspect to Venus 
No matter the Sign of Venus add Scorpio 
 
If Venus is in a Fire or Air Sign the intensity  
of Pluto is extra challenging as these  
signs are not embodied or feeling oriented. 
 
Pluto to Venus adds the experience of being a  
Shadow Magnet or Catalyst to bring the Shadow  
to Light. You may feel Blamed and/or Targeted  
until your personal shadow is integrated. 
 
You may feel initially powerless until Fears are Faced, 
then transformation and empowerment can occur. 
 
Men you may experience the feminine as dangerous, unpredictable, scary 
and/or intense, always being taken deeper and further than ever before. 
You must do Inner Sacred Marriage and integrate your personal shadow to 
have empowered relationship with the external feminine. 

Cauldron of Radical Change 



If you Do NOT Have Outer Planets to Venus  
Use Your Venus Star Phase 
If you  have no Outer Planetary  
aspects add in their equivalent  
using your Venus Star Phase: 
 
• Morning Star 
     Add Jupiter, Middle World 
 
• Inanna Underworld 
     Add Pluto/Chiron, Underworld 
 
• Evening Star 
     Add Saturn Middle World 
 
• Metamorphic Underworld 
      Add Uranus/Neptune, Celestial 



Jupiter 

Saturn 

Neptune 

Uranus 

Pluto 

Chiron 



Saturn Teaches 
 

Structure. Groundedness. Discipline. 
Responsibility. Wisdom. Sobriety 
 
How to grow, change and evolve through 
limitations and boundaries 
 
To be an authority or author of your life 
 
To let go of the need to be perfect 
 
To let go of how we think life should be  
because some things aren’t intended to work 
 
Self-Love (especially through forgiveness) 
 
Choosing to do what brings joy vs. doing what 
might please an external authority 



Saturn Challenges 
 

Encountering the Limits of Physical Reality 
 
Scapegoat - Voices of Judgment, Inner Critic or 
Judge, may feel not good enough and/or may 
feel overly responsible 
 
May feel crushed by Saturn’s limitations - giving  
up - not trying - what’s the use? 
 
Drive to prove self and be successful according to 
external standards 
 
Perfectionist - mistaken belief success measured by 
external standards is a key to happiness 
 
Mistaken belief we are okay based on how many 
good things happen to us 
 
Exposing the hoax of perfection and karma 



Saturn Gifts 
 

Creating masterpieces in art, communities, 
sustainability, business etc. Writing the 
New Operating Manual for Humanity 
 
Developing skills to effectively manage, 
administrate, build, focus, teach 
 
Key to success is to NOT be attached to the 
results 
 
Making choices based on what brings you a 
sense of fulfillment in the moment 
 
Learning to appreciate the path, the work, 
the accomplishment as an end itself 
 
Valuing yourself for who you are and not 
just what you do or think you should do 



Saturn Strategy 
 

Practice self-forgiveness and self-love 
 
Learn to reframe the voices of judgment 
 
Get clear on your Yeses and your Nos 
 
Learn and implement skills to  
effectively manage, administrate, build, and/or teach 
 
Do what you love - not what you think you are SUPPOSE to do 
 
Make Different/Better choices based on what truly supports your path in 
this life 
 
Learn to value yourself for who you are and not just what you do or think 
you should do! 



Jupiter Teaches 
 

The expansion of what is possible through 
the spiritual journey or quest for truth and 
expanded states consciousness  
 
About growth and evolution through specific 
activities for an expanded sense of well-
being 
 
How to renew our vision of what is possible 
by letting go of our limiting beliefs 
 
Through faith, inspiration and optimism that 
we can accomplish what we desire by our 
attention and intention 
 
AND Guides us to experience maximum 
fulfillment and happiness 



Jupiter Challenges 
 

Excessive Behavior - to the point of 
too much…  
 
Too much of anything can have a 
negative effect. For Example too 
much: Sun, Rain, Fun, Work, Food, 
Exercise, Meditating 
 
Taking on more than you can 
reasonably handle 
 
Behaving Recklessly by Being: 
Over Zealous, Over Indulgent 
Over Doing, Over Extending 
Over Reaching, Over Reacting 
Overly Dramatic 



Jupiter Gifts 
 

Enthusiasm, Exuberance and Optimism as 
a way of life 
 
Experiencing Joy in the Journey 
 
Exceeding expectations in a good way 
 
Feelings of being Lucky, Blessed, 
Prosperous, Generous, Enthusiastic 
 
Often Rewarded for Taking risks that lead 
us toward our higher (divine) purpose 



Jupiter Strategy 
 

Attend to what you want to 
energize  
 
Let go of restrictive beliefs and 
limitations that do not serve  

 
Embrace renewed vision and 
inspiration - ride the waves of 
opportunity with enthusiasm 

 
Balanced Action that avoids 
over-doing, over-committing, 
over-confidence, over-work, 
over-indulgence 

Energetic & Inspired 
. 



Pluto Teaches  
 

Surrender and Empowerment - to be 
comfortable owning your power as a 
catalyst or Shadow Magnet. 
 
Through chaos, powerlessness and events 
beyond our control.  
 
Reward and Punishment, Good and Bad are 
irrelevant. You can not get out of Pluto’s 
dismemberment by being “good” 

 
Transformation - whether we want it or not 
 
Facing our Shadow so it no longer defines 
who we are or where we go 



Pluto Challenges 
 

Pluto is unconcerned with what you want, 
or feel is fair, or right, or just…no matter 
how painful or difficult. Pluto’s main 
concern is transformation of the soul 
 
Feeling powerless over the events in  
your life forcing you to surrender (such as 
chaotic events that shake you to your core) 
 
Facing your Dark Side including self-
destruction, revenge and any obsessive 
desires for power and control 
 
Being a catalyst or shadow magnet 
whether you want to or not 



More Pluto Challenges 
 

Operates through the full range of 
feelings including the challenging ones 
like, grief, guilt, shame, despair, pain 
 
Can feel like living many lifetimes in 
one, death and rebirth over and over 
 
Being forced to face your greatest fears 
in order to integrate the shadow and 
experience wholeness 
 
Is an antidote for Pride (hubris) usually 
through overwhelming and humbling 
events 

It is Always Darkest before the Dawn 



Pluto Gifts 
 

Empowerment and Regeneration  
 
Alchemy and transformation through 
Death and Rebirth 
 
Discovering the treasure buried within 
once the fear, pain, rage, aggression, 
jealousy, etc. has been transformed, 
revealing your true essence and strength 
 
Once the false self that disempowers is 
stripped away, the true, magnificent 
empowered self is revealed 
 



Pluto Strategy 
 

Call out your Fears 
Dive Into Them 
Invite them to Tea 
Be Willing to Learn From Them 
 
Be Willing to Surrender Even  
when its Scary and Uncertain 

 
Give Yourself Permission to Feel 
what you Feel (and do no harm to 
yourself or others in the process).  
 
Know you are a catalyst and learn 
not to take it personally when you 
get blamed for no reason 



Chiron demonstrates the 
importance of Recognizing 
and Accepting Our Wounds so 
these wounds become our 
medicine, our strength, our 
true healing.  

Chiron Teaches 
 

About deeply healing our wounds so  
we are no longer at the affect of them 
 
How to turn our wounds into our 
medicine, our strength, our wisdom, 
including physical, mental, emotional  
and spiritual 
 
How to Heal Any Addictions to  
Perfection (antidote to Saturn) 
 
Assimilation and Acceptance of 
our Story transforming it into a 
Medicine Story so it can help Others to 
Heal their own Sacred Wounds. 



Chiron Challenges 
 

Limits life experience by: 
 
Denying Wounds - never really healing 
 
Addiction to Wounds as a way to  
gain sympathy 
 
Using wounds as an excuse to 
manipulate and control others 
 
All Addictions - including the addiction 
to Doing and Doing it perfectly 

The Chains of Addiction 



Chiron Gifts 
 

Genuine Compassion for all of our 
wounds and how to heal them 
 
Turning our wounds into our: 
Medicine 
Strength 
Teaching 
And Elixir  
that can then help others heal 
 
The experience of Wholeness 
between our human and divine 
nature 



Chiron Strategy 
 

Develop Compassion for You and Your 
Wounds (as well as the wounds of 
others) 
 
Learn How and When to Tell Your Story 
as a Medicine Teaching rather than as a 
way to gain sympathy   
 
Seek to Find the Elixir within Your 
Wounds turning them into your strength 
rather than a weakness that defines you 
 
Seek Wholeness and Healing From 
Within Using Compassion to Help Others 
in ways that also Helps You 



Uranus Teaches 
 

Through surprises and unexpected  
changes we learn flexibility and  
how to go with the flow 
 
How to be the High Witness 
 
Egalitarian Ideals that create revolutionary change and 
freedom to live true essence and purpose 
 
Non-attachment and Acceptance of what IS 
 
Accepting your unique expression and finding others like 
yourself 
 
The importance of having original thoughts for evolution 
and innovation 



Uranus Challenges 
 

Being radically different than normal,  
ahead of your time, innovative, and often 
misunderstood or dismissed as a result 
 
The great disrupter, provocateur,   
instigator of the cosmic wake-up call 
 
Restless, constantly changing and 
experimenting so may have trouble feeling 
settled or grounded 
 
Unhealthy need for freedom, rebellion,  
erratic, unpredictable, lacking compassion 
 
Can’t settle down long enough to enjoy 
family, community, job, relationships 



Uranus Gifts 
 

Awakens Awareness and Consciousness 
providing a greater Cosmic Perspective 
 
Liberation and Freedom from Rigid Structures 
reminding you of what really want, not what 
you've been conditioned to think you want 
 
Freedom from the Known 
 
Revolution for Evolution often through 
experimenting with new Creative Ideas 
 
Nikola Tesla or Einstein type brilliance,  
Novelty and Innovation 
 
Spacious Detachment and Flexibility 



 

Uranus Strategy 
 

Accept what IS 
 
Let go of attachments to old ways  
of thinking and doing 

 

Surrender – Allow for what is 
unfolding and don’t try to hold onto 
anything! 
 

Trust the Disruptive Process of 
Change that is taking you into 
unknown territory and know it is 
taking you where your Soul most 
wants to go 



Neptune Teaches 
 

There is Wisdom in NOT knowing and knowing you don’t know 
 
Trust in your inner guidance and know it is coming directly from your 
Higher Divine Self and the realm of infinite possibilities 
 
How to connect with YOUR Visions and Dreams 
 
How to merge with All That Is, not to  
escape, but to trust your connection  
and guidance is coming from the Divine 
 
How to transform your perception into  
intuitive and/or psychic insight 
 
Trusting the step by step unfolding of life as each step leads to the next 
even if you can’t see it now 



The Path may not be clear until you take the Next Step 

Indiana Jones contemplates the long drop 

He Takes the Next Step and the Path Appears 



Neptune Challenges 
 

Identity Crisis and Confusion  
Clarity is often Illusive 
Objective reality may seem hazy or blurry 
 
Life long questions are: 
Who am I? What is my Purpose?  
Where am I going? How do I get there? 
 
Initially can be at the effect of Illusions about  
who you are based on what family, culture  
and significant others say you should be.  
 
Co-dependent. Difficulty in setting  
Clear Boundaries and sticking to them. Idealistic to a fault 
 
Possible Environmental Sensitivity/Allergies/Substance Abuse 



Neptune Gifts 
 
Mastering the art of transcendence merging 
with the Divine or All That IS, increases inner 
knowing beyond logic and reason 
 
Dissolves illusions of the Middle World 
Reality to realize that the Mystical Reality is 
what is Real - then you feel you are held in 
the heart of Great Mystery 
 
Learning how to Experience Ecstatic States  
of Divine Bliss 
 
The power of conscious dreaming as well as 
vivid sleeping and meditative dream images 
 
Psychic, Empathic  and Intuitive Superpowers 



Neptune Strategy 
 

Give yourself permission to NOT 
Know.  
 

Be empty and open to inspiration 
and inner guidance even if you 
can’t see where you are going or 
what the purpose is 
 

Go on a walk-about, do a vision 
quest, do a dream workshop, 
meditation retreat.  
 
BE open to new visions and 
possibilities. 
 

Let go and trust what is unfolding. 



Uranus Square and Neptune Opposite Venus in Aries 
Cayelin’s Celestial World Experience Regarding Venus 
• Growing up my family was not like others 
• Being Sensitive I wanted to Fit In but couldn’t 
• I learned to disassociate, being sensitive  to  

others Feelings thinking they were MY Feelings 
• Sense of Self and Purpose was lost in the  

Neptune Fog for many years 
• Still Learning Who I am and Why I am Here 
• So Surprised when My Mother said she felt  

My Greatest Quality was my Innate Kindness 
• I instigate change often unwittingly 
• I can get bored easily hence the tendency 

to instigate change 
• Have always had a love for expanding my 

Awareness and Point of View 
• Passionate Desire to Awaken MY Consciousness trusting it helps to awaken others! 
• I Appreciate Unusual Perspectives that Feel Revolutionary and Expansive 
• Ideally For ME its about Pure Love and Light Transforming Hearts and the World 
• With Venus in Aries, with Uranus and Neptune as Celestial Guides I feel this 

description sums it up for me: Innovative, Imaginative, Pioneering, Visionary  
Wild Warrior Woman for Love 

Wayne Dyer 

Kindness is My Religion 



Uranus is Square  
Venus with less 
than 2 degrees 
 
Neptune Opposite 
Venus within about 
3 degrees 



• Empath from young age Mom says at age 4 when  
       she was really sick I’d always ask, “Mom are you  
       okay?” and try to take care of her  
• I had allergies from a very young age and was very shy 
• With 8 siblings I merged with everyone and was  
       confused about my own identity and path 
• As a child through to present time I always found peace  
       and solace by spending time alone in nature where  
       I felt connected to Spirit and my own essence 
• I was always teased in school for being “spacey”  
       and “air headed” and would leave my body a lot… 
       Because of this driving a car for the first time was terrifying for me 
• Getting my Bachelors degree I was in continual identity crisis - majors included Pre-

Journalism, Pre-Physical Therapy, Psychology, Speech Pathology to Wildlife Biology! 
• I love channeling through guided meditations, invocations, prayer 
• I am an Active Dream Teacher bridging Sagittarius action with Neptune dreaming 
• I identify as a Global Citizen bringing love and healing to places of conflict 
• With Venus in Sagittarius Its about being the Visionary Spiritual Pilgrim Questing to 

Find the Heart of the Global Village 

Neptune Conjunct Venus in Sagittarius 
Tami’s Celestial World Path With Venus 
 



Neptune within  
About 4.5  
degrees of 
Venus 



Chiron Conjunct Venus in Aquarius 
Robyn Wells Story 
 
I won't be live for this Class so I wanted to share my  
observations  about having Chiron conjunct and Uranus opposed to my 
Aquarian Venus. I'm all in for Aquarius training for my current life intent.  
 
I'd have to live to be 117 before Venus progresses out of Aquarius on my chart. 
The Uranus opposition just amps up the Aquarian intensity for me. And Chiron 
has given me lots of lessons around feeling wounded for being different.  
 
Although my Venus returns have mostly been fun and great, my Chiron return 
was a doozy with people saying things to me out of nowhere like "you're so 
weird." On my 50th birthday the person who took me out to lunch was so 
mean and critical about how I operate in the world that I cried and cried and 
then went to see the movie "Enchanted" by myself. But I finally got that my 
greatest strength lies in being different and having a unique perspective.  Now 
I feel free and really enjoy the Aquarian gift of detachment. 
 



Chiron Conjunct Venus in Aquarius 
Robyn Wells Story 
 
During the last call's breakout session, Emma and I discussed  
one way our Aquarian Venuses have shown up is in how we dress.  
 
Shortly after my Chiron return, I was walking down the street wearing a 
favorite skirt and coat. A woman was outside talking on the phone. When she 
saw me, she hung up and chased after me.  
 
She said she worked for a cable TV channel on a fashion show. Then she asked 
me if I wanted to come on the show and get a free makeover.  
 
I wasn't angry, hurt, or insulted but told her that I'm happy with my 
appearance and that I dress the way I do because I like it. I must have been in 
my full Aquarian power because she kind of shrank down and backed away 
from me.  
 
I'm really enjoying the class and so appreciate all of your wonderful work. 



Chiron is conjunct Venus 
Within about 9.5 degrees 
 
Neptune is Square Venus 
Within less than 1 degree 
 
Uranus Opposite Venus 
Within about 7 degrees 



Gerdella Moody Story 
 
I feel like this is a life phase where I am challenged to tame my  
inner wild horse/ spirit. I am struggling to find the balance  
between personal Freedom and making commitments. 
 
Having  Sagittarius in Venus helps me to think globally, my concern being for mother 
earth and all her inhabitants. I love adventure and world travel and enjoy learning 
how other cultures view what is true.  I am processing  this phrase of Saturn 
conjunct as a sense of duty and responsibility to get out of my airy thoughts and 
manifest my visions dreams and ideals into something concrete and tangible.  But 
with a slant for what I desire. 
 
This phase of having Saturn in Sagittarius transit for approximately two and a half 
years, energizes me but  also forces me to fully accept my limitations and 
constraints both within my aging process and my current financial situation.  
 
First I had to fully embrace acceptance and forgiveness beginning with myself then 
after I surrendered into the acceptance I was able to think a bit clearly to ask my self 
the tough saturn questions if I am to be mature and responsible for my self then 
what about my life am I willing to take the necessary steps to change?  
 
Sometimes this is a deep and heavy process. Honesty it is not easy as I was raised by 
my grandmother as a child I can hear the voices of the ancestors ( circle of the 
grandmothers energy) asking me if I am being responsible and mature and if my 
personal choices are beneficial to the whole ? Especially my personal tribe of family 
, spouse , children , grandchildren and seven generations to follow? So this energy 
colors many of my personal choices by pushing me to be the mature elder type.  
 
When I feel out of balance feelings of resentful about my commitments,  and my 
levels of responsibility come up for me. 
 
This Saturn in Sagittarius energy feels at times like the fire is absorbing all my air and 
leaving me to hanging out to dry.    
 
My venus energy wants to feel love , peace and beauty all the time while  
I struggle with the Sagittarius energy to just go travel the world on a personal 
sabbatical all the while saturn is pushing me to focus my energy and bring more 
order and structure into your life at the same time - when I would prefer to hang out 
in my airy dream land where all is peachy.  
 
Saturn pushes me to stop, running away from my difficult situations and also not to 
promise more than I  can deliver.  
 
Mainly with my biological age approaching 59- on 22 Oct I have experience this 
phase a life several times and have found a fee tips that really helped me: 
 
Go with the flow of my life 
Do all in moderation 
Work hard  
Be picky , only spend my time on projects or people meaningful to me 
No blame and No shame - I am that which I am (use The power of the I am 
presence) 
Curb spending 
Cut down my debt - just allows me to feel lighter and responsible 
Spiritual - feeding my Soul life is just as vip as feeding my physical life 
Ok to have limits  
Pace myself - am setting my foundation for my next seven years of life 
Acceptance is key - myself and others  
At this point in life my animal symbol is the snail and thats ok i am Slow but I am 
sure and steady and strong 
Also its temporary so I can hang; this phase will also pass 
Let go of Stuff - true-fully Less is ok and Quality is better than quantity 
so I cleared out my garage of junk from my four children and myself and let all that 
stuff go and now it will be a blessing to some young family  
Stay practical and accept its ok to put more of my energy into my self love and self 
care then in other phases of my life and be okay with that  
Lastly accept I need a degree of freedom to be me and do as I please when and how 
I please without quilt even it that shows up for me in a simple way like going to see 
movies alone on the first night it opens just because thats when I want to go 
 
Wow this is a lot and I cant even tell how far on or off target this may be with what 
you had in mind originally but it my hope that something I shared my be useful to 
someone.  
 
Keep in touch please , I am so off schedule with the live classes that if you can let 
me know which class and time and date this may be used for I would greatly 
appreciate it. 



Venus in Sagittarius with Saturn 
Gerdella Moody Venus Story 
Sometimes this is a deep and heavy process. Honesty it is not  

easy as I was raised by my grandmother as a child I can hear the  
voices of the ancestors ( circle of the grandmothers energy)  
asking me if I am being responsible and mature and if my  
personal choices are beneficial to the whole? Especially my personal tribe of family, 
spouse, children, grandchildren and seven generations to follow? So this energy 
colors many of my personal choices by pushing me to be the mature elder type.  
 
When I feel out of balance feelings of being resentful about my commitments, and 
my levels of responsibility come up for me. This Saturn in Sagittarius energy feels at 
times like the fire is absorbing all my air and leaving me to hanging out to dry.    
 
My Venus energy wants to feel love, peace and beauty all the time while  
I struggle with the Sagittarius energy to just go travel the world on a personal 
sabbatical all the while Saturn is pushing me to focus my energy and bring more 
order and structure into your life at the same time - when I would prefer to hang out 
in my airy dream land where all is peachy.  



Venus in Sagittarius with Saturn 
Gerdella Moody Venus Story 
 
Saturn pushes me to stop, running away from my difficult situations  
and also not to promise more than I  can deliver.  
 
Mainly with my biological age approaching 59- on 22 Oct I have experience this 
phase a life several times and have found a fee tips that really helped me: 
• Go with the flow of my life 
• Do all in moderation 
• Work hard  
• Be picky , only spend my time on projects or people meaningful to me 
• No blame and No shame - I am that which I am (use The power of the I am 

presence) 
• Curb spending 
• Cut down my debt - just allows me to feel lighter and responsible Spiritual - 

feeding my Soul life is just as vital as feeding my physical life 
• OK to have limits  
• Pace myself - am setting my foundation for my next seven years of life 
• Acceptance is key - myself and others  



Venus in Sagittarius with Saturn 
Gerdella Moody Venus Story 
 

• At this point in life my animal symbol is the snail  
and that’s ok  

• I am Slow but I am sure and steady and strong 
• Also its temporary so I can hang; this phase will also pass 
• Let go of Stuff - true-fully Less is ok and Quality is better than 

quantity so I cleared out my garage of junk I had and from my four 
children. Letting all that stuff go and now it will be a blessing to 
some young family  

• Stay practical and accept its ok to put more of my energy into my 
self-love and self-care then in other phases of my life and be okay 
with that  

• Lastly accept I need a degree of freedom to be me and do as I 
please when and how I please without guilt even it that shows up 
for me in a simple way like going to see movies alone on the first 
night it opens just because that’s when I want to go 
 



Saturn is 
With Venus 
within about 
3 degrees 
In Sagittarius 



Venus in Pisces 
is opposite 
Saturn within 
about 8.5 
degrees 



Outer Planets To Venus 
Questions to Consider 
How have the Outer Planets supported or challenged your intended 
feminine expression (women) or your connection to the inner and 
outer feminine (men)? 
 
What gifts have these Teachers  
brought you? 
 
What guidance do your Outer  
Planet Guides have for you at this  
time in Connection to your Venus? 
 
If you do not have natal outer planet Guides to Venus consider times 
when any of these planets were transiting your natal Venus and the 
teachings you received from that in regard to your emerging 
feminine identity (women) or inner feminine (men)? 



Deepening Exercises 
Venus Synthesis Class Prep: Bringing it All Together 
 
The coming two weeks are our opportunity to bring all  
we have learned together into a creative expression, to  
anchor and synthesize our experience of our Personal  
Goddess in all her parts 
 
Highly Recommended Synthesis Exercise to share with  
group or breakout partner Venus Buddy, via email,  
and/or FB group. 
 
• Create a visual representation (collage, painting, sketch, etc.) or a creative writing piece 

(poem, short story, song, prayer, invocation) that integrates all the elements of your Venus 
that we have explored up to now 

• One Way to Proceed is to review only the materials in each Class PDF that are personal for 
you (Venus Phase, Inner Phase, Meta Goddess, Moon, Sun etc.) to get into the flow and 
respond to each immediately with a free-write or free-sketching session. You may also wish 
to do a final Venus Life Review or go over what you’ve already done.  

• Create your piece after this process is complete, not worrying that you have integrated 
everything in a linear way but trusting you will have integrated the essence.  



Delight the World  
With Your  
Fierce Love 

Venus in Aries, Scorpio Overtone, Scorpio Rising, Fierce Warrior For Love on a Mission 



Sun in Pisces, Venus in Aries, During a Saturn Transit over Venus and Venus Return 

She Who Watches 



Breakout Session Questions/Reflections 

Share your Goddess Title and 

Description using imagery from 

your Venus Sign and Ascendant OR 

share Collage or other creative 

expression of your Venus/Ascendant 

alchemy 

 

If you have not yet created the 

above, share insights into how you 

have experienced Your Venus 

Goddess attending Your Mystery 

School (Ascendant) 

 

What Further Actions Can You 

take to support your Inner Goddess 

in her Mystery School Training? 



If you don’t have a natal chart you can get a FREE one here 
http://alabe.com/freechart/ 
 
Evening Star Venus Series  These Monthly Classes dive 
Deep into the Chakra Gates working ceremonially with each Gate 
As Venus Ascends into the Evening sky. If you are SAMS member  
contact us for a special rate on this class.  
 
New Shamanic Astrology Introductory Video Course covers more on 
the Elements, Modalities, the Moon as Lineage and Venus, Sun, Mercury and Mars as the 
Tools and Equipment of the current life, the Ascendant and other angles of the chart as 
Current Life Intent etc… 
 

The Shamanic Timeline Online Class Series explores the most important 

mysteries connected to the Outer Planets as initiators, teachers, and guides both on the natal 
chart and by transit.   
 
Extra Special Offering Until Sept Equinox! Including: 
The Shamanic Astrology Handbook and Twelves Tribes Journey  
The Shamanic Astrology Divination Card Deck 
All for Just $70 regularly $92 

http://alabe.com/freechart/
http://venusalchemy.com/leo-evening-star-venus-teleclass-series/
http://shamanicastrology.org/shamanic-astrology-basics-module/
http://shamanicastrology.org/shamanic-timeline-online-course-details-and-registration/
http://shamanicastrology.org/shamanic-timeline-online-course-details-and-registration/
http://shamanicastrology.org/shamanic-timeline-online-course-details-and-registration/
http://shamanicastrology.org/shamanic-timeline-online-course-details-and-registration/
http://shamanicastrology.com/special-package-rate
http://shamanicastrology.com/special-package-rate

